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The New York World's Fair of 1939:
Marketing a "Corporate Utopia"
Renee Lucas
The year 1939 has been called a transitional year.
The nation was recovering from a devastating depression that left people at all levels of American society
with many questions about how and why such a thing
was possible. People were looking for security, and for
a solution lo economic depression. This brief luil
before World War II saw the celebration of the World's
Fair of 1939. It was heralded as the fair to end all
fairs, and as lhe largest World's Fair to date.' True to
the spirit of the limes, this fair represented a change in
ideologies and provided both a concrete and abstract
solution lo society's fears.
Through the fair, the
future of America was marketed by corporations as a
corporate utopia filled with happy educated competitive automatons.
Taking inspiration from the economically successful Chicago Exposition of 1933, a few businessmen of
New York decided to host a v;orld's fair to boost Lheir
own city's economy. It was the content of the fair that
they hoped would provide a long term solution to the
errors of humankind. The stuff of the fair focused
almost exclusively on technological advancement.
Indeed its theme was "Building the World of Tomorrow." Symbols of this world's fair embodied this
theme: the Trylon was a tall triangular obelisk, next to
it sat the Perisphere, a large sphere. Both were while
' Sidney M. Shale lt, "Epita ph for th e World's Fa ir" Harper 's
Magazine 18 2 (D ecembe r 19 40): 2 6.
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and sat at the center of the fairgrounds. The President
of the New York Fair Corporation, Grover Whalen,
described them as standing for the finite and the
infinite, as monuments to the community of the
future. 2
This theme was based on the belief that
technology and the rationality of science would create
a better world and would avert society from new crises.
Considering this, scholars have generally interpreted
the World's Fair of 1939 as an expression of elitist
goals to the masses. 3 It was not an idiom of popular
culture of the time. Robert Rydell stresses the importance of understanding the fair as "the product of an
effort by prominent New York civic and business
leaders to forge a weapon against the dismal economics of the Depression." 4 It created an atmosphere in
which scientists, designers and the men of capital in
society could display the version of the future they
hoped in .
This future would have a harmonious society that
was planned centrally, separating work from leisure.
These societies would be filled with communities in
which rationality would beget rationality, communities
where some agency-and the ability to err-would be
taken out of the hands of the individual, and placed in
the hands of technology. There was also a feeling that
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2

Ernest Schell, "A Brave New Future: The New York World's
Fair, 1939" American History Illustrated 24(4) (1989): 13; Robert
W. Rydell, "The Fan Dance of Science: America's World's Fairs in
the Great Depression," Isis 76 ( 1985): 540.
3
Nye, David E., "Ritual Tomorrows : The New York World's
Fair of 1939," HistoryandAnthropology6(l) (1992): 17.
4
Robert W. Rydell, "Selling the world of tomorrow: New
York's 1939 World 's Fair," The Journal of American History 77(3)
(1990): 966.
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technology could be used not only lo correct errors
humans made on their world but also errors in humans themselves. Thus , lhese engineered societies
would be filled wilh beauliful, smart and engaged
citizens.
IL is also nuled almost unanimously that for the
first time the World's Fair was dominaled by domestic
corporate interests, ralher lhan international economic
competition. The global aspect of this "World's Fair"
was crippled by the geopolilical climale of pre-World
War II Europe. Many nations had their exhiuil~
cancelled because of invasion or aggression. Americans could not have avoided knowledge of the tensions
and ideologies agitaling Europe in 1939. They were
troubled by the Nazi take over of Austria, were outright
angry about the invasion of Czechoslovakia, and the
Non-Aggression Pact uelween Slalin and Hitler. Both
of the latter events happened during the course of the
fair. There was chronic anli-soviet feeling in the
United States and a growing uneasiness over the bold
beliefs of fascist countries of Europe. Understanding
these sentiments it is interesting that the idea of
engineered cooperative communities filled with engineered cuuperalive cilizens resonated with so much of
the American public. The model communilies of lhe
world's fair were sponsored by large corporations, most
notably automobile companies. These businesses
employed thousands and were advanced in their
production processes . Seen as strong symbols of
capitalism and the nemeses of socialism, these American corporations crafted lheir own solutions lo the
imperfections of sociely and marketed them as examples of the progress and prosperity they could bring.
It was utopianism wilh a u11iciuely American bent,
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where capitalism could care for people and a classed
society was perpetuated with room for advancement
and the achievement of the American Dream.
Though nearly half of the United States population
continued to live in rural areas in 1939, the cities were
growing rapidly and suburban areas were already
developing. Irrationally planned and lacking in the
virtue of nature, cities became the scapegoat for the
nation's problems . On the subject of city s lums Lewis
Mumford, an advisor to the fair and champion of
planned communities wrote that "the original residential areas are eaten into from within, as if by termites,
as the original inhabitants move out and are replaced
by lower economic strata; then these overcrowded
quarters, serving as an area of transition between the
commercial center and the better dormitory areas,
become in their disorder and their misery special
breeding points for disease and crime." 5 Not only were
the cities attacked for their disorder, the people living
within them were described as destructive pests .
Mumford's feelings mirrored the feelings of many of the
nation's intellectuals and elites . Both the irrationality
of the city and its imperfect inhabitants are regarded
as destructive and in need of guidance and repair.
Knowing that cities were indispensable to the
American economy and knowing that they would only
grow, there was an intellectual movement to clean
them up or at least to make the growing suburbs
efficient and beautiful. The fair itself was an example
of a planned community with everything provided for,

I
I

5
Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cilies. (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, 1938): 206.
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planned out and color coded. 6 These ideas were also
modeled in the exhibiLs of Lhe 1939 World's Fair.
A most prominent example of Lhese models was
Democracity. Designed by Henry Dreyfus, this exhibit
was housed in Lhe Perisphere at Lhe very cenLer of the
fair. lls posilion served as a tesLament to the importance the creators of Lhe fair placed on Lhis exhibit and
the ideals it porLrayed. Democracity was a meticulously planned region where Lhe home and work were
visibly separated. Houses had Lheir fronL doors facing
inward Lo common green areas, as did the businesses.
Cars were relegated Lo back entrances and invisible
freeways. There were "Pleasantvilles" which surrounded the large business and shopping hub:
"Centerton". The PleasanLvilles were bedroom communities which served the larger Centerton. There were
also "Millvilles" where light indusLry was mixed in with
the homes and houses of these towns which, as
implied by their name, were involved in Lhe extraction
of natural materials. 7
It is inLeresling to note Lhal this "Democracity" was
not classless. Pleasantvilles and Millvilles were unelj_ual. CiLizens of PleasanLville had the benefit of
separation from their places of work, which is a goal of
central planning, while Millvillites had to live among
them. Again we can also see bias in the placement of
things. CenLerLon at Lhe cenLer obviously was considered to have Lhe most value, housing Lhe most impor6

Gardner Harding, "World 's Fair, New York" Harper's

Magazine 197 ( 1939) 193
7

Gardner Harding , "World 's Fair, New York"

Harper 's Magazine 197 (1939) l 93 Paul M. Folsch, "The

Building of a Superhighway Future at the New York
World 's Fair" Cullural Critique 48 (Spring 2001): 71.
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tant kind of work; the kind of work done by the bread
winner of the new American middle class. Farther
away from the beating heart of this organism were the
appendages which did the lower, more coarse work.
This placement implied that the aspiring American
would want to live in the Pleasantvilles and attend
their work in the heart of it all.
The name,
Democracity, evoked images of patriotism and involvement, implying that this type of city was the best
choice and what every American should want.
The most popular display at the fair, however, was
Futurama. This most visited exhibit was created by
Norman Bel Geddes, an admired set designer, and was
sponsored by General Motors. The display he fashioned was a miniature city of the 1960s, complete with
tiny cars hurtling along mini highways and parkways
at one hundred miles per hour. This structure of
roadways was created to be extreme ly efficient using
cloverleaf intersections and overpasses.
If these
inventions weren't enough to keep the cars moving
fluidly, there were towers along the roads which
purportedly controlled the speed and placement of cars
without any steering by the driver. This impressive
system of roadways would end up serving as a model
for the freeway system which would be created in the
next two decades. 8 The set gave the impression that
sleek fast cars were the solution to the problems of the
city. They would get the driver to and from work with
little stress, while allowing them to live further away
from the filth of the city.
8

Paul M. Fotsch, "The Building of a Superhighway Future at
the New York World's Fair" Cultural Critique 48 (Spring 200 l ):
67 .
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Cars were markeled not only as a low stress m eans
to get to and from work, but also as leisure lays and
status symbols.
Fast cars meant newness and
transition, a heady mix Lure for the citizen of the 1930s
stuck in a depressed and stagnant society. The
popularity of automobiles at lhe World's Fair is seen in
the fame and size of the exhibits of Ford, Chrysler and
General Motors. Dr. Gerald Wendt the direclor of
science and education at the fair articulated the
growing American obsession with automobiles saying,
"[In their cars] Lhey enjoy the sensation of motion, of
action, and progress" and continues, "Here they feel
too the sense of power and of control over their course
and destiny which is otherwise lost in their dependence on society." 9 Automobiles objectified the mobility
of the American people both literally and socially, and
owning a car became the goal of a large group of
working Americans . The large car manufacturers at
the fair, Ford, General Motors and Chrysler, made the
necessity and luxury of the car an indispensable tool
in the workings of the corporate utopia.
The ever forward looking creators of the fair were
also aware of the drawbacks posed by thousands of
individuals driving at high speeds. To avoid human
error many purposed taking some agency from the
driver and placing it in the hands of technology. In his
book Magic Motorways, Norman Bel Geddes states,
"These cars of 1960 and the highways on which they
drive will have in them devices which will correct the
faults of human beings as drivers." He continues,
"Everything will be designed by engineering, not by
9
Ernesl Sche ll, "J\ Brave Ne w Fulure : The Ne w York World 's
Fair, 1939" American His tory llluslraled 24(4) ( 198 9): 11.
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legislation," and finally says that safety "is not done by
law, but through the very nature of the car and the
highway." 10 This is a solid manifestation of the lagging
faith in human ability and increased reliance on the
advances in technology. Automobiles embodied a very
American sense of freedom and with this came a new
need to control this freedom within the new rational
society.
The religion of this new society would be science.
At the World's Fair of 1939 science was the pure
overarching thread that knit the fair together. Progress was made possible by science. Though not overtly,
there was a kind of worship of it as a new god which
would save the world from itself. There was only one
building at the fair dedicated purely to science, The
Hall of Man, yet it was a most conspicuous portrayal
of this new religion. The rotunda of this Hall of Man
housed an airplane he ld up by pillars which depicted
each of the pure sciences that contributed to the
creation of this machine. The next hall depicted scenes
from scientific history which described each step of the
scientific method. The point of the Hall of Man was to
illustrate the secret to success. That is, the use of the
scientific method. The straight thinking affected
through this method would allow the thinker to avoid
mistakes and come to new rational conclusions . This
building was so symbolic and richly adorned that it
was called a Cathedral of Science in which truth is
accepted without fear. 11 Though this exhibit was not
10

Norman Bel Geddes, Magic /vloto,wnys (New York: Random
I-louse, 1940) .
11
Rydell, Roberl W., "The Fan Dance of Science: America's
World's Fairs in the Great Depression," Isis 76 (1985): 541.
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sponsored by a company, it still bolstered the corporate institution and upheld its goals. Science was
presented to the common fairgoer as something above
them, literally through symbolism of the airplane
upheld by pillars of science and as something they
need not try to understand concretely . Dr. Albert
Einstein chairman of the Advisory Committee on
Science for the World's Fair said that this exhibit
would be "a dramatically visual program that will be
understandable and revealing to the average layman."
There would be no effort lo teach science. 12
The Hall of Man provided the fairgoer with faith in
the progress of science. The fair itself gave the understanding that scientific progress could only be made
through the use of corporations. In this way science
was taken from its place as something useful, a tool to
achieve ends and put in the role of entertainment and
emulation for the populous. lt was appropriated by
the corporations, allowing them lo be the owners of
innovation, and malting them the havens of rationality
and success. The extremely popular exhibits all used
every artifice available lo entertain the viewer creating
a halcyon presentation that induced their compliance
and acceptance of the corporate model of the future
with little question or want of detail. 13
This passive viewer was a specifically marketed
target, as was intended by the fair's creators. The
"World of Tomorrow" was sold to a particular class and
race . That is, the white family of the growing middle
12

"Science al Lhe New York World's Fair" Science 89 (1939):

310.
13

Nye, David E., "Rilual Tomorrows: The New York World 's
Fair of 1939," Hisloryand A rtlhropology6(1) (1992): 17
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class. This can be seen in the tour packages provided
by travel agents to the fair. They were instructed that
these prearranged tours were to be sold to "whitepeople" .14 There was, consequently, very little ethnic
diversity at the fair. Most telling of this fact were the
protests made by African Americans workers at the
beginning of the celebration due to their being relegated to menial and behind the scenes jobs within the
fair. 15 And although Grover Whalen stated, that this
would be a fair to delight and instruct the common
man, it most definitely was not directed toward the
"common man" who was himself reeling over the
recent depression. The admission for the fair in 1939
was seventy-five cents. However, once inside things
were more expensive especially the food. One might
end up spending five to seven dollars in a day. 16 This
was a huge amount considering the average wage for
a manufacturing worker was sixty-three cents per
hour. 17 In the end the World's Fair Corporation nearly
went bankrupt due to lack of admissions because the
common person felt the "World of Tomorrow" was too
highbrow for them. 18
Yet if the lower class and nonwhite people felt
14
Robert W. Rydell, "Selling the world of tomorrow: New
York's 1939 World's Fair," The Journal of American History 77(3)
(1990): 968.
15
"Negroes Protest to Fair" New York Times 16 March 1939
22; "Vote to Picket Fair: Negroes Chargin g Discrimination Plan
Mass Demonstration" New York Times 24 April 1939, 3.
16
"Menus and Pi-ices Vary Widely At Fair" Ne w York Times
28 May 1939 XX3 .
17
Brooks, John, "Anatollly of Change," Horizon 8(4) (1 966):
48.
18
"Fair Slash to 50c is Expected Today" New York 'J'imes 31,
July 1939: l.
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alienated from the fair, the middle class whites ate it
up, many of them returning lo the fair multiple times.
Possibly because they, more than any other Americans, saw themselves and an attainable future represented for them within the fair. 19 There was a marked
glurificaliun of lhe human body perfected at this fair .
The Hall of Man featured a huge nobly proportioned
man with a mechanically run heart which pumped
"blood" through out his transparent and accurate
body.20 The Social Hygiene exhibit outlined the most
effective ways of keeping the youth of the 1930s out of
situations where they might be tempted lo engage in
sexual activity with unclean persons. 21 Thus, not only
would the future of the middle class be beautiful, but
the family itself would also be fearless and pure. There
were also a very large number of peep shows and
scantily clad young women in public performances
throughout the fair. 22 One of Bel Geddes lesser known
exhibits, the Crystal Lassies was one instance of this.
The show consisted of a room filled with mirrors at
19
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Gardner Harding, "World's flair, New York" 1-larper's

Magazine 197 (1939): 193.
20

Arthur H. Compton, "The Goal of Science" New York Times
5 March 1939, AS7; Man and his health; a guide lo medical and
public health exhibits at the New York World's fair,
1939,together with informalion on lhe conservation of health
and lhe preservation of life. New York, N.Y.: American Museum
of Health, 1939: 11.
21
Man and his heallh; a guide lo medical and public health
exhibits at lhe New York World's fair, 1939, together wilh
information on the conservation of health and the preservation
of life. New York, N.Y.: American Museum of Health, 1939: 7 172.
22
"Censor Descends Upon 'Sexy' Shows" New Yorlc Times 30
May 1939: 20.
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different angles. Into the room would step a young
white topless girl doing semi classical dances. Bel
Geddes gave the display culture by calling it art. 23
That this would be accepted was a testament to the
exemplification of the perfect body as artful and
idolized. This eugenic attitude was with the fair from
the very beginning. On the New Year celebration of
1939 an appropriately beautiful and blonde "Girl of
Tomorrow" hatched from a model Perisphere in Times
Square. 24 The fair was mimicking a wider movement
toward physical perfection. During the 1930s there
were the beginnings of sterilization laws as well as
propaganda to the white middle class to ensure
marriage to a physically perfect white companion. 25
These exhibits portrayed an attitude of adoration
toward a perfect white human body, implying that in
the "World of Tomorrow" not only would the problems
of the world be fixed by technology and social planning, but also the perceived problems of the human
race would be solved.
The Fairgoers may have enjoyed the things they
saw and experienced, however the world of the fair was
in reality a dream world. It was a place into which one
could escape from the dismal outside and after about
a year the fair was over. The United States could no
23

Christina Cogdell, "The Futurama Recontextualized:
Norman Bel Geddes's Eugenic 'World of Tomorrow,"' American
Quarterly 52 (2000): 216.
24
"World's Fair 'Egg' Hatches in Times Square and
'Broadway's Girl of Tomorrow' Sle ps Out" New Yor/c Times l
January 1939: 20 .
25
Christina Cogdel l, "The Futurama Reconlextualized:
Norman Bel Gedcles's Eugenic 'World of Tomorrow ,"' American
Quarterly 52 (2000): 214, 199, 203.
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longer avoid acknowledging war in Europe, something
in which it would soon be involved.
A lasting impression of the American Dream was
created in that year. Though the intellectual movement was one of planned societies and perfected
humans, there remained a distinctly American twisl Lo
these same ideas that were being proliferated in
Europe at the time. Specifically this ulopian society
was promoted by American corporations, not politicians or the common people. This meant there would
be continued competition and profit motive, two things
that have exemplified American capitalism. While
there was a tacit glorification of one specific race and
class, there was no era dication of social strata in this
American version of socialism. Social strata were still
very present in the type of society the elites projected
to the fairgoers . These classes were not rigid; there
was still chance for advancement and the risk of fall.
There was still a chance for lhe middle class family to
pursue material happiness.
This "corporate utopia" was not a popular movement it was an intellectua l movement impressed upon
the popular psyche. It was a top down influence which
was successful because il still allowed for Lhe realization of the American Dream. Only this dream for the
first time was defined by corporations and intellectuals
who were part of a greater movement toward societal
perfection which linked them lo European leaders and
thinkers. Soon however, these American leaders
would be involved with Europe by more than utopian
thought. The inescapable tide of war was rising on the
United States bringing with it both fear of the enemy-and their ideologies- as well as prosperity. Just
as the prolifically marketed symbols of the 1939
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World's Fair, the Trylon and lhe Perisphere were
dismantled to feed the growing need for war materials,
so too were the dreams of the fair taken apart and
changed. 26
Jared A. Fogal and Robert L. Stevens, "Dreams that You
Dream," The Official Journal of National Council for the
to
Dare
Social Studies 64(4) 2000: 203.
26
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